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The round-trip {-center problem is to locate l new facilities with re-
spect to a finite number of pairs of existing facilities on a tree so as 
to minimize~ the maximum round-trip cost. The round-trip cost of serving a 
pair of existing facilities is a nonlinear function of the round-trip dis-
tance from the nearest new facility. The round-trip covering problem is to 
find the minimum number of new facilities such that each round-trip cost is 
no more than a given constant. For both problems a dual problem is defined 
and a strong duality result is proved. We give algorithms to solve both 
round-trip location problems in polynomial time. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: location theory, round-trip, !-center problem, perfect 
graphs 




Consider the problem of a transportation service which has to transport 
goods from point p. to point q.; let us call this job i (i = 1, .•. ,m). 
1 1 
Given a network of roads, the distance a vehicle located at a depot at point 
x has to travel to execute job i and to return to its depot is given by the 
round-trip distance d(x,p.) + d(p. ,q.) + d(q. ,x), where distances are measur-
1 1 1 1 
ed on the network. We assume that the cost associated with executing job i is 
an increasing function f. of the traveled distance. Due to budget constraints . 1 
the transportation service can only build l vehicle depots to execute the 
jobs. The question is where to locate these l vehicle depots so as to mini-
mize the maximum round-trip cost. The solution of problems of this type is 
the subject of this paper. 
We shall assume that the underlying network contains no cycles, i.e., 
has a tree structure. Let T = (V,E) be a tree with vertex set 
V = {v1 ,v2 , ••• ,vn} and edge set E = {e1 ,e2 , ••• ,en_1}. Each edge e EE has a 
nonnegative length l(e). A point x on T can be a vertex or a point anywhere 
along an edge. The length of the shortest path from x toy on Tis denoted by 
d(x,y). Let P. = {p.,q.} (i = 1, .•• ,m) be pairs of vertices. Let 
1 1 1 
X = {x 1 ,x2 , ..• ,xl} be a set of points on T. We define the distance D(X,Pi) 
between the set X and the pair P. by 
1 
D(X,P.) = min {d(p.,x) + d(q.,x)}. 
1 XEX 1 1 
We say that P. is covered within distance r whenever D(X,P.) $ r. Let 
1 1 
f.: ]R + ]R be a strictly increasing continuous function (i = 1, ... ,m). The 
1 
round-trip l-center problem is given by 
min max {f. (D(X,P,))}. 
X: lxl=l l$i$m 1 1 
The closely related round-trip covering problem is given by 
min Ix! 
s. t. f. (D (X, P. ) ) $ r, 
1 1 
i = 1, 2, ... ,m, 
where r is a. given constant. If we define r. = 
1 
well defined (see Section 4)), this problem is 
-1 





s.t. D(X,P.) ~ r., 
1 1 
i = 1,2, ..• ,m, 
which is the form in which we will study the problem in Section 2. 
The round-trip 1-center problem on a tree with linear functions f. was 
1 
solved by CHAN & FRANCIS [3]. The round-trip 1-center problem in the plane 
with rectilinear distances was solved by CHAN & HEARN [4]. Our work was 
motivated by the paper of TANSEL, FRANCIS & LOWE [8] on the nonlinear 
£.-center problem. 
In Section 2 we present an algorithm to solve the round-trip covering 
problem in O(nm) time. 
In Section 3 we show the existence of a dual problem to the round-trip 
covering problem and give both a constructive and theoretical proof of a 
strong duality result for these problems. 
In Section 4 we give an algorithm to solve the round-trip !-center prob-
lem, which uses the algorithm derived in Section 2 as a subroutine; again we 
show the existence of a dual problem and prove a strong duality result. 
In Section 5 we give an interpretation of the duality results in the 
case that f. (D(X,P.)) is equal to the smallest distance from a point x € X 
1 1 
to the shortest path from p, to q., i.e., f. (D(X,P.)) = ½[D(X,P.)-d(p.,q.)]. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2. THE ROUND-TRIP COVERING PROBLEM 
Given m pairs of vertices {pi,qi} and positive numbers ri satisfying 
d(p.,q.) ~ r. (i = 1,2, .•. ,m), the round-trip covering problem is to find 
1 1 1 
the minimum number of new facilities on the tree such that each pair {pi,qi} 
is covered within distance r., i.e., 
1 
min !xi 
s.t. D(X,P.) ~ r., 
1 1 
i = 1,2, ••. ,m. 
During each interation of the algorithm the original tree is partition-
ed into two subgraphs: one green, the other brown. The gree subgraph is 
always a tree, denoted by GT, while the brown subgraph consists of one or 
more subtrees of the original tree T, each of which is "rooted" at a vertex 
of the green tree. By convention, a root twill be in both GT and the 
associated brown subtree, denoted by BT(t). Given a brown subtree BT(t) we 
have the following sets and values assigned to the root t: 
1 - I denotes the set of all indices i such that either p. or q, belongs to t ]. ]. 
3 
BT(t), and such that {p.,q.} is not covered within distance r. by any new 
]. ]. ]. 
facility located at BT(t). 
2 
It denotes the set of all indices i such that both p, and q. belong to 
]. ]. 
BT(t), and such that {p.,q.} is not covered within distance r. by any new 
]. ]. ]. 
facility located at BT(t). 
2 
a. (t) = 11[r.-d(p. ,t)-d(q. ,t)] for every i E It. 
]. ]. ]. ]. 
- a 0 (t) = min. 2 {a (t)} . 
. l.Eit t 
- b(t) denotes the distance from t to the nearest new facility located at 
BT(t). 
The following observation clarifies the meaning of a. (t), which will be non-
i 
negative. Since {p.,q.} (iEit2 ) is not covered within distance r. by any new 
]. ]. ]. 
facility located at BT(t), it must be covered by a new facility x not at 
BT(t), i.e., d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) ~ r .• Since p,,q, E BT(t), we have 
]. ]. ]. ]. ]. 
d(p,,x)+d(q, ,x) = d(p.,t)+d(q.,t)+2d(t,x). It follows that x covers {p.,q.} 
]. 1 ]. ]. ].]. 
within distance r. if and only if d(t,x) ~ a. (t). 
]. ]. 
Our algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm: 
Step 0: For all 
1 {. I = 1 
V 
k = O, 
vertices v set BT(v) = {v}, 
I 1 < . < { }} - l. - m, VE pi,qi , 






00; b (v) = oo, and set 
Step 1: If !II = O, then stop. Set k = k+l. Choose a tip vertex t of GT. 
Step 2: 
If GT= {t}, then define~= t and stop. 
Let c(t) by the vertex of GT adjacent tot. 
0 
If a (t) < d(t,c(t)), then go to Step 2, else go to Step 3. 
0 
Define~ to be the point at distance a (t) from ton the edge 
(t,c(t)). Delete (t,c(t)) from GT. Add BT(t) and (t,c(t)) to BT(c(t)) 
to form a new BT(c(t)). Derive the sets and values assigned to c(t). 
Delete from I all indices i such that {p.,q,} intersects BT(c(t)) and 
]. ]. 
is covered within distance r. by a new facility located at BT(c(t)). 
]. 
Go to Step 1. 
Step 3: Delete (t,c(t)) from GT. Add BT(t) and (t,c(t)) to BT(c(t)) to form 
a new BT(c(t)). Derive the sets and values assigned to c(t). Delete 
4 
from I all indices i such that {p.,q.} intersects BT(c(t)) and is 
1 1 
covered within distance r. by a new facility located at BT(c(t)). 
1 
Go to Step 1. 
we define as an iteration of the algorithm any sequence of steps beginning 
with Step 1, through the last step before returning to Step 1. The algorithm 
takes at most (n-1) iterations since at each iteration an edge is deleted 
from GT. Let us see how we can derive the sets and values assigned to c(t) 
during an iteration and how we can determine an index i EI such that 
{p.,q.} intersects BT(c(t)) and is covered within distance r. by a new 
1 1 1 
facility located at BT(c(t)). 
Case A. 
Case Al. 
First assume Step 2 is executed. 




Case Al.1. Both points are in BT(t), i.e., i E It. 
Case Al.2. 
Since d(pi'¾)+d(qi'¾) = d(pi,t)+d(qi,t)+2d6t,¾) 
= d(p.,t)+d(q.,t)+2a (t) 
1 1 
s d(p.,t)+d(q.,t)+2a, (t) = r 1., 1 1 1 
{p.,q.} is covered within distance r, by x., and i can be deleted 
1 1 1 K 
from I. 
2 
Both points are in the old BT(c(t)), i.e., i E Ic(t)" 
{p.,q.} is not covered by any new facility at the old BT(c(t)), 
1 1 
but is covered by a new facility at BT(t) if and only if it is 
covered by¾• 
Since d(pi'¾)+d(qi'¾) = d(p.,c(t))+d(q.,c(t))+2d(c(t),x.) 
1 1 K 0 
= d(P.,c(t))+d(q.,c(t))+2(d(t,c(t))-a (t)) 
-i 1 0 
= r.+2(d(t,c(t))-a (t)-a.(c(t))), 
1 1 
we have d(p.,¾)+d(qi'¾) s ri if and only if 
d(t,c(t))-aO(t) Sa. (c(t)). If this condition holds, then i can 
1 2 
be deleted from I; otherwise, i belongs to Ic(t)" 
Case Al.3. One point is in BT(t), the other point in the old BT(c(t)), i.e., 
. 1 Il 
1 E It n c(t)" 
Since d(pi,xk)+d(qi,xk) = d(pi,qi) s ri, the pair {pi,qi} is 
covered within distance ri by xk, and i can be deleted from I. 
The values of a. (c(t)) for those i which are not deleted remain the same·during 
1 
the iteration. It is easily seen that b(c(t)) := min(b(c(t)), d(t,c(t))-a0 (t)). 
Case A2. If exactly one point of the pair {p. ,q.} (iEI) is in BT(c(t)) 
l l 
there are two possibilities. 
Case A2.1 The point is in BT(t), i.e., i E I 1\I 1 ( )" 
t C t 
5 
Since d(p.,xk)+d(q.,x.) = d(p.,q.) $ r., i can be deleted from I. 
l l k l l l 1 1 
Case A2.2 The point is in the old BT(c(t)), i.e., i E Ic(t) \It. 
{p.,q.} is not covered by any new facility located at the old 
-i l 
BT(c(t)), but it is covered by a new facility located at BT(t) 
if and only if it is covered by xk. 
Since d(p. ,x. )+d(q. ,x.) = d(p. ,c(t) )+d(q. ,c(t) )+2d(c(t) ,x.) 
l k l k l l Q k 
= d(p.,q.)+2(d(t,c(t))-a (t)), 
l l Q 
we have d(pi,~)+d(qi,~) $ ri if and only if d(t,c(t))-a (t) $ 
$ ½[r.-d(p.,q.)]. If this condition holds, then i can be deleted 
l l l l 
from I; otherwise, i belongs to Ic(t)" 
Case B. Now assume Step 3 is executed. 
Case B1. For the pairs {p.,q.} (iEI) in BT(c(t)) there are three possibili-
i l 
ties. 
Case B1.1 Both points are in BT(t), i.e., i E 
{p. ,q.} is not covered by any new facility located at BT(t), but 
l l 
it is covered by a new facility in the old BT(c(t)) if and only if 
it is covered by the new facility x in BT(c(t)) located closest to 
c(t), i.e., for which d(x,c(t)) = b(c(t)). 
Since d(p.,x)+d(q. ,x) = d(p.,t)+d(q. ,t)+2(d(t,c(t))+d(c(t) ,x)) 
l l l l 
r.+2(d(t,c(t))+b(c(t))-a. (t)), 
l l 
we have d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) $ r. if and only if d(t,c(t))+b(c(t)) $ 
l l l 
$ a. (tl. If this condition holds, then i can be deleted from I; 
l 
otherwise, i belongs to I!(t) and ai (c(t)) := ai~t)-d(t,c(t)). 
Case B1.2 Both points are in the old BT(c(t)), i.e., i E Ic(t)" 
Analogous to Case B1.1. If d(t,c(t))+b(t) $ a.(c(t)), then i can 
l 
be deleted from I; otherwise, i belongs to I!(t) and ai (c(t)) re-
mains the same. 
Case B1.3 One point is in BT(t), the other point in the old BT(c(t)), i.e., 
1 1 
i E It n Ic(t)" 
{p. ,q.} is not covered by any new facility located at BT(c(t)). 
l l 2 
Hence i belongs to Ic(t) and ai (c(t)) = ½[ri-d(pi 1 c(t})-d(qi,c(t))]= 
= ½[r.-d(p.,q.)]. 
l l l 
6 
It is easily seen that b(c(t)) := min(b(c(t)), b(t)+d(t,c(t))). 
Case B2. If exactly one point of {pi,qi} (iEI) belongs to BT(c(t)) we have 
two possibilities. 
2 1 Th · · · ( ) · · \ 1 _c_a_s_e_B ___ ._. e point is in BT t, i.e., i E It Ic(t)" 
{pi,qi} is covered by a new facility in the old BT(c(t)) if and 
only if it is covered by the new facility x located closest to 
c(t), i.e., d(c(t) ,x) = b(c(t)). 
Since d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) = d(p.,c(t))+d(q.,c(t))+2d(c(t),x) 
i i i i 
= d(p.,q.)+2b(c(t)), 
i i 
we have d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) ~ r. if and only if b(c(t)) ~ 
i i i 
~ ~[r.-d(p.,q.)]. 
i i i 
If this condition holds, then i can be deleted from I; otherwise, 
1 
i belongs to Ic(t)" 
1 1 
Case B2.2. The point is in the old BT(c(t)), i.e., i E Ic(t)\It. 
Analogous to Case B2.1. If b(t)+d(t,c(t)) ~ ~[r.-d(p.,q.)], 
i 1 i i 
i can be deleted from I; otherwise, i belongs to Ic(t)" 
then 
We leave it to the reader to verify that each iteration requires O(m) 
calculations. Therefore the complexity of the algorithm is O(mn). 
We now proceed to prove the correctness of the algorithm. 
LEMMA 2.1. The algorithm constructs a feasible solution X to the round-trip 
covering problem with Ix! ~ m. 
PROOF. An index i is deleted from {1,2, ••• ,m} during an iteration whenever 
{p.,q.} is covered by a new facility. The algorithm stops when all indices 
i i 
have been deleted or when the green tree consists of one single point t. 
In the former case, all pairs are covered. In the latter case, the set I of 
facilities which have not been deleted is equal to It2 • Since a. (t) = 
2 i 
= ~[r.-d(p.,t)-d(q.,t)] and a. (t) ~ 0 for all i E It we have d(p.,t)+d(q.,t) ~ 
i i i i i i 
~ r. for all i E It2 • Hence all pairs {p,,q.} (iEI2 ) are covered by the new 
i i i t 
facility located at t. 
Let the algorithm construct a feasible solution x = {x1 ,x2 , ..• ,xl}. We 
define t. to be the tip of GT chosen by the algorithm in the iteration during 
i 
7 
which xi was located. Note that after this iteration all pairs {pk,qk} which 
have at least one point in BT(t.) are covered by a new facility located at 
J_ 
BT(t.), and k has been deleted from I. If a new facility i is located at 
J_ 
Step 2 of the algorithm, i.e., x. is the point at distance 
J_ 
a 0 (t.) = min. 1 2 {a.(t.)} from t. on the edge (t.,c(t.)), then we may as-
i ]€ t• J 1 1 0 1 1 
sume without losg of generality that a. (t.) = a (t.). 
0 J_ J_ J_ 
Since d(t. ,x.) = a (t.) = a. (t.) = ~[r.-d(p.,t.)-d(q.,t.)], we have 
J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ 
d(p.,x.)+d(q.,x.) = r .• If new facility l is located at Step 1 of the al-
l. J_ J_ J_ J_ 
gorithm, i.e., xl = tl' then we may assume without loss of generality that 
2 
l € Itt· 
LEMMA 2.2. d(p.,q.)+d(q.,p.) > r.+ r. for all i,j e: {1,2, ••• ,l}, i < j. 
J.J J.J J_ J 
PROOF. First assume that new facility l is located at Step 1 of the algorithm. 
Since le: I~ we know that {pl,gl} is not covered by any new facility i 
(i = 1,2, ••• ,l-1). This implies two things: 
(a) both pl and ql do not belong to BT(ti); 
(b) d(pl,xi) + d(gl,xi) > rl (i = 1,2, ••• ,l-1). 
Since both p, and q. are in BT(t.) and d(p. ,x.)+d(q.,x.) = r., we have 
J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ J_ 
d(p. ,qo)+d(q. ,Po) = d(p. ,x. )+d(q. ,x. )+d(po,x. )+d(qo,X,) 
J_ ~ J_ ~ J_ J_ J_ J_ ~ J_ ~ J_ 
= r. + d(pp,x.)+d(q 0 ,x.) > r. + r 0 (i = 1,2, ••• ,l-1). 
J_ ~ J_ ~ J_ J_ ~ 
If both new facilities i and j (i<j) are located at Step 2 of the algorithm 
we have to consider two cases. 
Case 1. If BT(t.) c BT(t.), then we have p.,q. l BT(t.) and {p.,q.} is not 
J_ - J J J J_ J J 
covered by x . , i. e. , d (p . , x . ) +d ( q . , x . ) > r . , and hence 
J_ J J_ J J_ J 
d ( p q ) +d ( p , q ) = d ( p , x . ) +d ( q . , x . ) +d ( P . , x . ) +d ( q . , X . ) i I j j i i J_ J_ J_ •. ] J_ ] J_ 
= r.. + d (q. ,x.) +d (p. ,x.) > r + r .. 
J_ J J_ J J_ i J 
Case 2. If BT(t.) E 
J_ 
d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) = 
J_ J J J_ 
BT(t.), then we have 
J 
d (p •· , X • ) +d ( X . , X . ) +d ( X • , q I ) +d ( q. , X. ) +d ( X • , X . ) +d ( X . , p . ) = 
J_ J_ J_ J J J J_ J_ J_ J J J 
= r. + r. + 2d(x.,x.) > r. + r .• D 
J_ J J_ J J_ J 
The following lemma indicates when two pairs can be covered by the same 
point. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is an x e: T such that d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) $ r. and 
J_ J_ J_ 
d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) $ r. with r. ~ d(p.,q.) and r. ~ d(p.,q.) if and only if 
J J J J_ J_ J_ J J J 
8 
d(p. ,q.)+d(p.,q.) :;;; r. + r .• 
i J J i i J 
PROOF. If d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) :;;; r. and d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) :;;; r., then obviously 
i i i J J J 
d(p. ,q.)+d(p.,q.) :;;; d(p. ,x)+d(x,q.)+d(p.,x)+d(x,q.) :;;; r. + r .• 
i J J i i . J J i i J 
Conversely, let d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) :;;; r. + r .• If the shortest path 
i J J i i J 
from p. 
i 
to q .. intersects the shortest path from p. to q., then any point 
i J J 
x at the 
intersection satisfies d (p. ,x) +d (q. ,x) = d(p. ,q.) :;;; r., and 
i i i i i 
d (p. ,x) +d (q. ,x) = d (p. ,q.) :;;; r .• Suppose now that the two shortest paths 
J J J J J . 
do not intersect. Let c. be the unique point on the shortest path from p. 
i . i 
to q. closest to the shortest path from p. to q.1 the point c. is defined 
i J J J 
analogously~ Since d (p. ,q.) +d(p. ,q.) :;;; r. + r., we have 
i J J i i J 
d ( c. , c . ) = ~ ( d (p. , q . ) +d (p . , q. ) -d (p. , q. ) -d (p . , q . )) 
i J i J J i i i J J 
:;;; ~(r.-d(p.,q.))+~(r.-d(p.,q.)). 
i i i J J J 
It follows that there is a point x on the shortest path from c. to c. such 
i J 
that d(c.,x) :;;; ~(r.-d(p.,q.)) and d(c.,x) :;;; ~(r.-d(p.,q.)). Hence 
i i i i J J J J 
d(p. ,x)+d(q. ,x) :;;; d(p. ,c. )+d(q. ,c. )+2d(c. ,x) 
i i i i i i i 
= d(p. ,q. )+2d(c. ,x) :;;; r~, 
i i i ... 
and similarly d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) :;;; r.. D 
J J J 
THEOREM 2.4. The solution X = {x1 , ••• ,xl} constructed by the algorithm is 
an optimal solution. 
PROOF. we know from Lemma 2.2 that d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > r. + r. 
i J J i i J 
(i,j = 1,2, ••• ,l, i < j). According to Lemma 2.3 no two pairs {p.,q.} and 
i i 
{p.,q.} (i,j = 1,2, ••• ,l, i < j) can be covered by the same new facility. 
J J 
Therefore any feasible solution needs at least l points. Since Xis a 
feasible solution (Lemma 2.1) and lxl = l, Xis an optimal solution. D 




P2 3 4 




P3 v2 q3 
Fig. 1. Tree for the example. 
Iteration 1: Choose P1 




{1,2}. Iteration P2 I = Vl 
Iteration 3: Choose 
1 {1}, 2 = {2}, a2 (v 1) 1~. q2 I = I = v1 v1 
Iteration 4: Choose ql 
Il = ~, I2 = {1,2}, al (v 1) = 1, a2(v1) = 1~, 
vl vl 
0 a (v 1) = 1. 
Iteration 5: Choose v 1 Locate x1 at distance 1 from v 1 on the edge (v1,v2), 
b(v2) = 1, I= {3}. 
Iteration 6: Choose p 3 
Iteration 7: Choose v2 
Since b(v2) > ~[r3-d(p3 ,q3)] = 
covered by x 1, I
1 = {3}. 
v2 
= {3}. 
Iteration 8: Choose q3 Locate x2 at q 3 and stop. 
Note that 16 = d(p1,q3)+d(p3 ,q1) > r 1 + r 3 = 15. 
3. A STRONG DUALITY RESULT 
In this section we formulate a dual problem to the round-trip covering 
problem and give both a constructive and theoretical proof of a strong 
duality result for these problems. The dual problem is given by 
10 
max III 
s.t. d(pi,qj)+d(pj,qi) > ri + rj Vi,j EI, i # j, 
IS {1,2, ••• ,m}. 
THEOREM 3.1. (Weak Duality). Let X be a feasible solution to the covering 
problem and let I be a feasible solution to the dual problem. Then 
II I ::; Ix!. 
PROOF. According to Lemma 2.3 no two pairs {p.,q.} and {p.,q.} (i,jEI,i#j) 
1 1 J J 
can be served by the same point x Ex. Hence lrl ::; lxl. D 
. THEOREM 3.2. (Strong Duality) min{lxl IX s T, D(X,P.)::; r., i = 1,2, ••• ,m} 
1 1 
= max{III I I c {1,2, ••• ,m}, d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > r + r., i,j EI}. 
- 1 J J 1 i J 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that III ::; !xi for any feasible solutions 
I and x. However the algorithm of Section 2 constructs a feasible dual solu-
tion I (Lemma 2.2) and a feasible solution X (Lemma 2.1) such that 1I1 = lxl. 
This shows that a strong duality result holds. D 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is constructive. In order to give a theoreti-
cal proof we need some definitions from graph theory. A clique in a graph 
is a subset of vertices such that every two vertices in the subset are ad-
jacent. A covering by cliques of a graph is a family of cliques such that 
each vertex of the graph is in at least one clique belonging to this family. 
An independent set is a subset of vertices no two of which are adjacent. A 
graph is chordal if every simple cycle of order greater than three contains 
a chord, i.e., an edge between two vertices which are not adjacent in the 
cycle. It is well known that a chordal graph is a perfect graph [1]. A 
perfect graph has among others the following property. 
LEMMA 3.3. (1]. In a perfect graph the minimum number of cliques in a 
covering by cliques is equal to the maximum cardinality of an independent 
set. 
GAVRIL [6] gives polynomial time algorithms to find a minimum covering 
by cliques and a maximum independent set of a chordal graph. It has recently 
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been proved by GROTSCHEL, LOVASZ & SCHRIJVER [7] that one can find a minimum 
covering by cliques and a maximum independent set in an arbitrary perfect 
graph in polynomial time. 
A subtree is a connected subset of T not necessarily a subgraph. 
Given a tree T and a family F = {T. I i = 1, ••• ,m} of subtrees of T the· 
i 
intersection graph of Fis a graph with vertices 1,2, ••• ,m and edges (i,j) 
if and only if T. n T. ~ 0. 
i J 
The following lemmas are concerned with a. family of subtrees of T. 
LEMMA 3.4. (BUNEMAN [2]). Let F be a family of subtrees of a tree T. Then 
the intersection graph of Fis a chordal graph. 
LEMMA 3.5. (Helly property [1]). Let F = {T. I i = 1, ••• ,m} be a family of 
i 
subtrees of a tree T such that T. n T. ~ 0 for all i,j. Then n(T. IT.EF) ~ 0. 
i J i i 
Returning to the round-trip covering problem on a tree T, we define 
the subtrees T. of T by T. = {x ET I d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) ~ r.} (i = 1,2, ••• ,m). 
i i i i i 
Note that since r. ~ d(p.,q.), we have T. ~ 0 (i = 1,2, ••• ,m). 
i i i i 
According to Lemma 2.3, T. n T. ~ 0 if and only if d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) ~ r.+r .• 
i J i J J i i J 
Construct the intersection graph G corresponding to this family of subtrees. 
We now have the following relations. 
By Lemma 3.5: 
min{lxl I D(X,P.) ~ r., i = 1, ••• ,m} = minimum number of cliques 
- i i 
By lemma 2.3: 
max{lrl I IE 
in a covering by cliques of G. 
{1,2, ••• ,m}, d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > r.+r.,i,j EI}= 
i J J i i J 
maximum cardinality of an independent 
set of G. 
Using the fact that the intersection graph G is chordal and therefore per-
fect the strong duality result follows from Lemma 3.3. 
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4. THE ROUND-TRIP l-CENTER PROBLEM 
The round-trip l-center problem is given by 
or equivalently 
min r 
s.t. f. (D(X,P.)) ::;; r, 
l. l. 
i = 1, ••• ,m, 
x ~ T, !xi = l, 
where f. is a strictly increasing continuous function (i = 1, ••• ,m). Define 
l. 
o. = max{d(p.,x)+d(q.~x) I x ET}. The function f~ 1 is a strictly increas-
l. l. l. l. 
ing continuous function with domain [f. (d(p.,q.) ,f. (cS.)]. Define 
l. l. l. l. l. 
a.= max.{f. (d(p.,q.))} and n = mini.{fi. (o.)}. We assume that a.< n, since if 
l. l. l. l. l. 
a.= f (d(p ,q )) ~ ft(ot) = n, then f (D(X,P )) ~ ft(D(X,P )) for all x, s s s s s t 
and the constraint corresponding to ft can be deleted from the constraint 
t . h t h . th . 1 h f · f-l f-l · · se wit ou c anging e optimum va ue. Te unction . + . is a strict-
l. J 
ly increasing continuous function with domain [max{f. (d(p,,q.)),f.(d(p.,q.))}, 
l. l. 1 J J J 
min{f.(o.),f.(cS.)}] and range [L .. ,u .. J, where 
l. l. J J l.J l.J 
L. . = ( C 1+C 1) (max{ f. ( d (p. , q. ) , f. ( d (p. , q.) } ) and 
l.J l. J l. l. l. J J J 
u .. = (f":"l+cl)(min{f.(o.),f.(cS.)}). Since a.< n the domain is non empty. 
l.J l. J l. l. J J 
The following lemmas plays an important role in the analysis of the round-
trip l-center problem. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is ax ET such that f. (d(p,,x)+d(q.,x)) ::;; rand 
l. l. l. 
f. (d(p. ,x)+d(q. ,x)) ::;; r if and only if 
J J.1 -1 -1 
r ~ (f. +f.) (max{d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.),L .. }). 
l. J ' l. J J l. l.J 
PROOF. We will first show that the condition r ~ B . . , where 
-1 -1 -1 l.J 
8 .. = (f. +f.) (max{d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.),L .. }), is well defined, i.e., that 
l.J l. J l. J J l. l.J 
d(p. ,q.)+d(p.,q.) ::;; u ..• Without loss of generality assume that 
l. J J l. l.J 
min{f.(cS .. ),f.(cS.)} = f.(cS.). Choose x to be a point on the shortest path 
l. l. J J l. l. 
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from p. to q .• Then 
J J 
= d(p. ,q.)+d(p. ,x)+d(q. ,x) 
J J i i 
:,; o. +d (p. ,q.) 
i J J 
-1 -1 
:,; ( f. +f . ) ( f. ( o . ) ) = u .. , 
i J i i iJ 
since f. (d.(p. ,q.)) < f. (o.) by our assumption that a < n. In order to proof 
J J J i i 
the lemma we consider three cases. 
(a) If r < max{f. (d(p.,q.)),f. (d(p.,q.))}, then there is no x ET such that 
i i i J J J 
f. (d (p. ,x) +d (q. ,x)) :,; r and f. (d (p. ,x) +d (q. ,x)) :,; r, since if such an 
i i i J J J 
x ET exists f. (d(p.,q.)) :,; f. (d(p,,x)+d(q.,x)) :,; rand similarly 
i i i i i i 
f.(d(p.,q.)) :,;r. 
J J J 
(b) If r ~ min{f. (o.),f.(o.)} = f. (o.), then choose x to be a point on the 
i i J J i i 
shortest path from p. to q .• We have f. (d(p.,x)+d(q.,x)) :,; f. (o.) :,; r 
J J i i i i i 
and f. (d(p.,x)+d(q.,x)) = f. (d(p.,q.)) :,; f. (o.) :,; r, where the first 
J J J J J J i i 
inequality holds since a< n. 
If max{f. (d(p.,q.)),f.(d(p.,q.)}:,; r < min{f. (o.),f.(o.)}, then 
i i i J J J -11 i J J 
f. (D{x,P.)) :,; r if and only if D(x,P.) :,; f. (r) and f.(D(x,P.) :,; r if 
i i -1 i i J J 
and only if D(x,P.) :,; f. {r). According to Lemma 2.3 there is ax ET 
J -1J -1 
such that D(x,P.) :,; f. (r) and D(x,P.) :,; f. (r) if and only if 
i =1 -1 J -1 11 . 
d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.):,; f. (r)+f. (r) = (f. +f. )(r), or equivalently r ~ B~J·• 
i J J i i J i J ~ 
(c) 
Combining (a), (b) and (c) we obtain the desired result. D 
We now formulate the dual problem to the round-trip !-center problem. 
The dual problem is given by 
max! {l 2 . }· II]=o+l max{a,min .. I . 4 .{f3. ,}}. S , , ••• ,m. ~ i,JE ,irJ iJ 
THEOREM 4.2. (Weak Duality} Let X(lxl=i) be a set of points on T and let 
I (IIl=l+l) be a subset of {1,2, ••• ,m}. 
Then max{a,min .. I . 4 .{f3 .. } :,; max1<.< {f. (D(X,P.))}. 1 1 JE 1 1r] 1] -1-m 1 1 
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PROOF. Let r = maxl<"< {f. (D(X,P.))}. -1.~m l. i 
Since d(p.,q.) ~ d(p.,x)+d(q.,x) for all x ET, we have f. (d(p.,q,) ~ r 
l. l. l. l. l. l. l. 
for all i = 1,2, ••• ,m, and hence a~ r. Since I contains l+l elements there 
is a pair i,j EI (i'Fj) and an x EX such that f. (d(p.,x)+d(q.,x)) ~rand 
l. l. l. 
f. (d(p.,x)+d(q,,x)) ~ r. By Lemma 4.1 we haver~ f3 .. ~ min .. 1 . 4 .{f3 •. l. D J J J l.J l.,JE ,l.rJ l.J 
Using the duality result of Section 3 we are also able to prove a 
strong duality result. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Strong Duality). max{a,max1 {l }·lrl-o 1min .. 1 ,4,{S .. }} S , ••• ,m. -~+ 1.,JE ,1.rJ l.J 
= minx T· lxl=o max1<.< {f. (D(X,P.))}. S • ~ _1._m 1. 1. 
PROOF. Let rl be the minimum value of the round-trip !-center problem and 
assume r 0 > max{a,max1 {l 2 }· IIl-o+l min .. 1 , 4 .{f3, .}}. ~ = , , ... ,m. -~ 1.,JE ,1.rJ l.J 
Case 1. a~ max1 {l } III O 1 min .. 1 . 4 .{f3 .. }. Since r 0 >awe know S , ••• ,m: =~+ 1.,JE ,1.rJ l.J ~ 
that the optimum value of the problem given by 
minlxl 
s.t. f. (D(X,P.)) ~ a, l. l. 
is greater than or equal to l+l. Since f. (D(X,P.)) ~ a is equivalent to l. l. 
D(X,P.) ~ f~ 1 (a) we find using the duality result of Section 3 that the 
l. l. 
optimum value of the problem 
maxi II 
-1 -1 
s.t. d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > f. (a)+f. (a) 
l. J J l. l. J 
i, j E I, i -:/- j 
is greater than or equal to l+l. Hence there is a set I (Jil=l+l) such that 
for all i,j EI (i'Fj) d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > (f11+f-J•1)(a) (note that a is in l. J J l. . . 
the right domain) or equivalently a< (f~1+f:1,-1 Cd(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.)) (note 
1 J 1 J -1 J-1 1 
that d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) ~ U, .) . Since d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > (f. +f. ) (a) ~ 
-1 -11 J J 1 l.J 1 J J 1 1 J 
(f. +f. ) (L .. ) we find that 
l. J l.J 
-1 -1 -1 ( f. +f . ) ( d (p. , q . ) + d (p . , q. ) ) = f3 ..• 
l. J l. J J l. l.J 
We conclude that a< min .. 1 . 4 .{f3 .. } which contradicts our starting l., JE ,l.rJ l.J 
assumption. 
Case 2. a. < maxI {l }· II!=o 1 min .. I ,..,1:,{/3. ,}. Let J E {1,2, •.. ,m} E , ••• ,m. ~+ i,JE ,lrJ iJ 
be the set of all indices i such that r 0 > f. (o.). Then 
~ l l 
rrdnx T· IXl=o max1<"< {f. (D(X,P.))} = E. ~ -l-m i i 
maxx T lxl O max. J{f. (D(X,P.))}. E: =~ 1€ 1 l 
Define r = max { 1 } I I O 1 min. . . ...t. { f3 .. } • Since r O > r we know IE , .•• ,m: I=~+ i,JEI,irJ iJ ~ 
that the optimum value of the problem 
minlxl 
s.t. f. (D(X,P.) $ r, 
l l 
i € J, 
is greater than or equal to l+1. Since f. (d(p. ,q.)) $ r:,;; f. (o.) the 
l . l l -l l l 
constraint f. (D(X,P.)) :,;; r is equivalent to D(X,P.) $ f. (r). Using the 
l l l l 
duality result of Section 3 we known that there is a subset I c J 
(IIl=l+1) such that 
-1 -1 
d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > f. (r)+f. (r) 
l J J l l J 
= (f~ 1+f~ 1) (r) 
l J 
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for all i , j E I, i f j , 
or equivalently, 
-1 -1 -1 
r < (f. +f.) (d(p.,q.) + d(p.,q.)) 
l J l J J l 
for all i, j E I, i f j . 
Since d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > (f~ 1+f~ 1) (r) ~ 
l J J l l J 
-1 -1 
(f. +f. ) (L .. ) we find that 
l J lJ 
-1 -1 -1 c :c. +f . ) c d Cp. , q.) + d (p . , q. ) ) = s ..• 
l J l J J 1 lJ 
We conclude that r < min .. I ,..,1:,{8. ,}, which contradicts our definition 
l,JE ,lrJ lJ 
of r. D 
The strong duality result for the round-trip l-center problem shows 
that there are only O(m2 ) possible values of the optimum value for the 
round-trip l-center problem, namely a. and S .. (i,j = 1, ••• ,m, i cf j). If 
lJ 
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we assume that inverses can be calculated in, say, unit time, then the 
following algorithm solves the round-trip l-center problem in 
O(m•max{m,n}•log m) time. 
Algorithm: 
Step 1. (O(m2 log m) time): Calculate the values ex and 8 .. (i,j = 1, ... ,m, 
l.J 
i ~ j) and arrange these values in a list Lin non-decreasing order. 
Step 2 (O(mn log m) time): For any value rij in L the algorithm of Section 




Perform a binary search on L to find 
r 0 = min{r .. I l .. ::. l}, 
,l. l.J l.J 
which is the optimum value of the round-trip l-center problem. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the round-trip 1-center problem, with 
f. (D(X,P.)) = w.[D(X,P.) +k.] l. l. l. l. l. ( i = 1, ... , m) • 
This problem wast firstly solved by CHAN & FRANCIS [3]. 
-1 1 -1 -1 
f. (x) = - x - k., (f. +f. ) (x} 
i wi l. i J 
1 1 1 w. w. 
(f-. +f-. )- (x) = 1. J ( +k k ) --- X .+ . , 1. J w.+w. 1. J 
l. J 
w.+w. 
L. = 1.j 1. J(max{w. (d(p.,q.)+k.),w.(d(p.,q.)+k.)}) - k 1. - kJ., W.W. l. l. l. l. J J J J 
l. J 
8 .. = l.J 
{
W.W. 
max 1. J (d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.)+k.+k.),w. (d(p.,q.)+k.), 
w1+wj 1 J J 1 1 J w:(d(p:,q:)+k:)}. 
By the duality result we find that the optimum value is equal to 
5. INTERPRETATION OF THE DUALITY RESULTS 
In this section we give an interpretation of the duality result in 
case the function f. is given by f. (d(X,P.)) = ½[D(X,P.) - d(p.,q.)] 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
(i = 1, •.• ,m), i.e. f. (D(X,P.)) is equal to the shortest distance from a 
1 1 
point x EX to the shortest path SP(p.,q.) from p. to q .• If SP(p.,q.) n 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
=¢,then we define c. to be the unique point on SP(p.,q.) 
1 1 1 
closest to SP(p.,q.); c. is defined analogously. The shortest path from 
J J J 
c. to c. is the unique shortest path connecting SP(p.,q.) and SP(p.,q.). 
1 J 1 1 J J 
For every pair {p.,q.} and {p.,q.} (i,j = 1, ••• ,m) we define the distance 
1 1 J J 
d(P. ,P.) between SP(p. ,q.) and SP(p.,q.) by 
1 J 1 1 J J 
d(P. ,P.) = ½[d(p. ,q.)+d(p.,q.)-d(p. ,q.)-d(p.,q.) ]. 
1 J 1 J J 1 1 1 J J 
In case SP(p. ,q.) n SP(p.,q.) =f: ¢, we have 
1 1 J J 
SP(p.,q.) n SP(p.,q.) =¢we have d(P.,P.) 
1 1 J J 1 J 
By the duality result of Section 3 we have 




min{ lxl XS T, ½[D(X,P.)-d(p.,q.)] ~ r} = 
1 1 1 
max{III IS {1, ••• ,m}, d(p.,q.)+d(p.,q.) > 
1 J J 1 
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□ 
(2r+d(p.,q.))+(2r+d(p.,q.)), i,j EI}. 
1 1 J J 
Since d(p. ,q.) +d (p. ,q.) > 4r+d(p. ,q.) +d(p. ,q.) is equivalent to 
1 J J 1 1 1 J J 
d(P.,P.) > 2r, we have the following interpretation of the duality result. 
1 J 
(1) The minimum number of points needed to make sure that each shortest 
path is within distance r of such a point is equal to the maximum 
number of paths such that the distance between any two of them is 
greater than 2r. 
18 
The value 8 .. defined in Section 4 is equal to ½d(P. ,P.). 
1] 1 J 
Since a= 0 we have the following duality result. 
(2) minx· lxl=o maxl<"< {½[D(X,P.)-d(p.,q.)]} = • ~ _i_m i i i 
maxI III o+l min .. I ·-t·{½d(P. ,P.) }. : =~ 1,)€ ,irJ 1 J 
The reader familiar with the duality results concerning the l-center 
problem on a tree (see [5]) will note the resemblance in the interpreta-
tion of the duality result. The l-center problem is given by 
where 
D(v.,X) = min x{d(v. ,x)}. 
1 XE 1 
The corresponding covering problem is given by 
minlxl 
s.t. D(v.,X) ~ r, 
i 
i = 1, ... ,n. 
The duality results for these problems are (see [5]): 
(1) The minimum number of points needed to make sure that each vertex is 
within distance r of such a point is equal to the maximum number of 
vertices such that the distance between any two of them is greater 
than 2r. 
(2) minx: lxl=l maxl~i~n{D(vi,X)} = 
maxI I I I o 1 min. . I . -t • { ½d ( v. , v. ) } • : =~+ 1 1 ]€ 1 1r] 1 J 
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